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ABSTRACT 
The feasibility of designing a component to 
facilitate automatic assemblv usJng robotic devices was 
demonstrated in this thesis. This required the updating 
of traditional design techniques to include automatic 
assembly operations. This concept, which allows the 
design and development process to adapt to technological 
change, is called the Unified npsign Approach (HDA). 
One such technological change is the addition of a 
robotic tool mode to a six axis assembly robot. This 
development enables the user to define a variety of 
coordinate frames in the rohot's work envelope. In 
addition, the feasibility of ^esiqning a printer 
component utilizing the UhA based on this technological 
change was analyzed. The original design of this printer 
was entered into a computerized data base and recalled 
for- inodif ication. Product redesign proposals were then 
stored in this data base and analyzed. The Unified 
Design Approach is generic and can be used as an analysis 
and development^tool for a variety of products. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In  the  traditional  manufacturing environment, the 
parts designer  often  performed  his  work  with  little 
thought  towards the ease o* manufacturing or assembly of 
the part.  That is, he designed the part  with  only  the 
1 
finished  product  in mind.   He  cared little about the 
design once it left his desk  because  the  manufacturing 
and assembly of the product was not his problem. 
This  thesis  is comDrlsei of three Darts related to 
solving  these  production  problems.   The  first  part 
outlines  advanced design techniaues which can he applied 
to  the  complete  product  development  process.   This 
procedure  is  called  the Unified Design Approach (UDA). 
The second section is devoted to an intensive analysis of 
the development of a robotic tool mode  for  an  assembly 
robot  with  six degrees of freedom.  It is a significant 
technological contribution which dramatically impacts  on 
design  considerations.   This leads to the third section 
which is an analysis of a Drlnter component utilizing the 
UDA with respect to an assembly  robot  with  tool  mode 
capabilities. 
1 
E.   Paul  DeGarmo,  Materials  and  Processes  in 
Manufacturing, (New York:   Macmilian Publishing Co., 
Inc., 1979), Fifth Ed., pp. 3-7. 
2. DESIGN PROCESSES ANALYSTS 
Design is the first stage of manufacturing. It is 
here that manufacturing costs are largely determined. 
Proper consideration to thp factors which impact on the 
design process is fundamental to the development of final 
products. However, in recent vears it has been observed 
that the criteria used in the current design process is 
limited in scope. Desion encompasses and impacts 
dramatically on all aspects of manufacturing and assembly 
processes. The objective of the Unified Design Approach 
(UDA) is to serve as a auidellne to more appropriate 
design techniques for narts designers, manufacturing 
engineers, and production engineers. 
2.1 Traditional: Design Approach 
2.1.1 The Process 
The designing of products has typically been 
assigned to the design team. Tt is their responsibility 
to design the components to achieve the desired optimum 
product characteristics. Most often, the tools used to 
accomplish this task are their broad based experience. 
This results in the use of existing parts which have 
proven successful in other products and integrating them 
into the new product under consideration wherever 
feasible.   This  creates  the  need  for  many  threaded 
3 
fasteners to be introduced into the new product. 
Threaded fasteners must be added because many of these 
old parts are unrelated and need some mechanism to hold 
them together. Tn value analvsls, these fasteners are 
neglected because they are considered such a minor part 
of the total product cost. Therefore, the design team 
uses these minor components rather liberally and 
integrates them anywhere thev minht be needed. 
After the design team has completed their 
development of the product, the entire package is 
transferred to the manufacturing department. Tt becomes 
the responsibility of this division to find manufacturing 
processes which lend themselves to the efficient 
production of the component parts. Normally what occurs 
is the manufacturing team will determine which processes 
are best suited to produce Individual components in 
accord with the tolerances SDecifled by the designers. 
If a reasonable process cannot be developed, the 
component is transferred back to the designers for 
reevaluation. 
After the parts are produced, the process 
engineering department is givpn the entire package to 
determine methods of assemhlv. Their resoonsibility is 
the ultimate assembly of the final product. This stage, 
the matching of individual component parts with the  best 
4 
assembly process, is considered the most critical 
determinant of cost in th° traditional design process. 
If the parts are produced within given tolerances but the 
assembly does not fit toaether very well, it must be 
transferred back, to the designers for evaluation. This 
element of redesign oftpn results in more strictly 
dimensioned tolerances or the addition of • several more 
fasteners. Since additional fasteners are not included 
in value analysis, this alternative is chosen whenever 
•feasible. The former 1s chosen only if a fastening 
scheme cannot be developed because designers are aware 
increasing dimensional ^ccuracv adds areatly to total 
product cost. 
2.1.2 Inherent Problems 
There are several problems which detract from the 
effectiveness of the traditional design process outlined 
above. Figure 2-1 shows the proportionate cost 
contribution of fabrication, overhead, materials and 
assembly in generalized form. The following paragraphs 
will outline potential nroblem areas which have been 
observed as a result of technological change. 
How accurate is it to assume additional fasteners 
?dd little to finished product costs? Each part must be 
ordered,   purchased  or  manufactured,   transferred, 
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Figure 2-1:   Traditional Assembly Process Time 
received, inventoried, and oresented into the assembly 
process at some point in Its uspful life. Although these 
parts are almost exclusively threaded fasteners, they all 
have these costs associated with them which adversely 
contribute to the system cost. 
How well do parts desianers understand state of the 
art manufacturing processes? If their knowledge is not 
broad and accurate, thev cannot develop new products 
based on simplified manufacturing operations. The 
tolerances they input into the manufacturing environment 
may be extremely difficult to ho]d and may require moving 
from  inexpensive   machinina  tasks   to  dramatically 
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increased machining operations. 
How well do parts desinners understand state of the 
art assembly processes? In the traditional environment, 
a methods laboratory would determine the best assembly 
process through motion and time measurements (MTM) after 
the product »'as designed. However, an understanding of 
the assembly process options available could input useful 
information into the develooment of the product. 
How effective are the communication links between 
parts designers, manufacturing engineers, and production 
engineers? The process of submitting the design to the 
manufacturing environment and subsequently to the 
assembly environment suaaests there is a lack of 
communication between th«»se departments. This process 
has historically stalled at several transitionary stages. 
Tn addition, ideas are often lost because a department 
did not fully understand the subtleties in design the 
other department had intended. 
How productive is the tjme expended in developing 
the architecture and layout of the product? Based on the 
occurrence of subsequent devaluations, the time spent in 
this stage appears to be und*»r utilized. If more time 
were devoted to gainina a working knowledge of 
manufacturing and assemhlv nrocesses, impilmentation of 
both manufacturing and assembly could be expedited.  This 
7 
would leave more time for consideration of the 
functionality of individual components. 
The points mentioned above, are all areas of the 
traditional design process which detract from its 
effectiveness in generating successful products. The 
following section will attempt to develop an advanced 
design approach to improve uoon these problem areas. 
To summarize; 
1. How accurate is it to assume additional 
fasteners add little to finished product 
costs? 
2. How well do parts designers understand state 
of the art manufacturina processes? 
3. How well do parts designers understand state 
of the art assembly processes? 
4. How effective are the communication links 
between parts designers, manufacturing 
engineers, and production engineers? 
5. How productive is the time expended in 
developing the architecture and layout of the 
product? 
2.2 Unified Design Approach 
The Unified Deslnn Anpro»ch (UDA) is an attempt to 
update traditional design techniques to the nresent level 
of ri^nufacturlng and assembly processes. Technology has 
changed many of the manufacturing and production 
processes that were once considered the pillars of the 
manufacturing environment. Today, competitive companies 
must be aware of the chanaes occurrinq around them. They 
also must quickly respond and adapt to these changes to 
remain competitive in the marketplace. This is one of 
the primary reasons for t*e development of this advanced 
analysis procedure. 
2.2.1 Early Selection of Assembly Process 
Most manufacturing and crocess engineers assume they 
need detailed information of a final products design to 
make a good selection of the most economical 
manufacturing or assembly process. Most designers 
concentrate on generating the best design with little 
consideration to manufacturing or assembly. Parts are 
added almost randomly to insure the ultimate performance 
of the final product. It would appear from this succinct 
scenario, a healthy exchanae 0f ideas and information 
between these traditionally distinct units could lead to 
lower system costs. 
There  must  be  a  chanae  In the process  parts 
designers are  using  in  deslaning  parts.   As  Arthur 
Kendall,   Manufacturing  Systems   Engineering  Program 
Manager for IBM Yorktown  Heiohts,  advocates;  "Material 
and  process  selections for complex designs must be made 
early in the development cvcle.  it is essential for the 
manufacturing  and  development  engineers  to  interact 
closely during the design Dhase in order to  achieve  the 
best   combination  of   functional  performance  and 
rellablility,   product  gualitv,   and  feasible  and 
economical   manufacture.    Jt  is  Important  for  the 
manufacturing engineer to have a broad  interdisciplinary 
Knowledge  of  materials  and manufacturing processes, as 
well as  an  understanding of  the  product  theory and 
2 
function." 
Design  nust  be  considered  the first stage of the 
manufacturing and assemblv nrocess because it is in  this 
stage  a  large  fraction of  manufacturing and assembly 
costs are determined.   However,  to  generate  the  most 
efficient  parts' in the desiqn, the assembly process must 
be Known.  In this way, the desian can be catered to  the 
2 
Arthur  H. Kendall,  "A Case  Study  in  Material and 
Process Selection," Lehigh  University  Manufacturing 
Systems Engineering Seminar Series, (April 5, 1984). 
in 
o* 
■nanufacturin? and assembly processes and not adjusted to 
these processes later In the product cycle. 
, ..,„ k good estimate of the most economical assembly 
* process requires several prelections be made about the 
product. These are the exnected market life and 
production volume, in addition to a "best guess" estimate 
of the number of parts in the final product. These 
parameters are consistent with traditional methods and 
are not ah addition to the process in any way. 
Presently, however, these values are determined and 
utilized only in the accountinq and finance departments. 
If applied to the design, they can provide valuable 
information. They can be used to determine if the 
process should be developed using manual assembly 
operations or if the prolections can lustlfy automatic 
assembly processes. 
In manual assembly, the UDft team has great 
flexibility in design because of the perceptive and 
adaptive abilities people possess. Workers do not 
necessarily need accuratelv positioned feeders and/or 
precise pallet mechanisms to accomplish assembly tasks. 
This should not be confused with deliverina parts to the 
assembly line or workbench in in efficient manner, but 
rather because human operators have the ability to adapt 
to misalignments, parts ne«d not be precisely presented. 
11 
In addition, because of this ability, people can readily 
recognize defective parts and discard them. The cost of 
manual assembly is relatively constant and is somewhat 
independent"of production volume. 
In automatic assembly, the conditions necessary to 
have special purpose tools produce the final product are 
considerably different. , These machines  are  costly  and 
0 
need parts feeders that can deliver parts with near exact 
precision. Downtime caused by misalignments or defective 
parts can have a significant impact on successful 
worfcline performance. Unless the Darts are manufactured 
with consistently high quality or the workhead has a well 
defined hierarchical error recovery scheme, downtime 
should be expected. Proper consideration to system 
features, however, can minimize this occurrence. If this 
is not done, both of these restrictions can dramatically 
Increase cost. The advantages nf automation, however, 
can far outweigh these costs if production volume is 
high. These machines typically can increase production 
efficiency to a point where the flexibility and 
adaptability provided by manual workers is insignificant. 
Development of flexible manufacturing systems with 
computer speed are presently being researched intensely. 
Tnis will surely lead to more advances and apDlications 
of  multipurpose  worKheads  in  the  future.  As long as 
1? 
manufacturing and production enaineers Interract closely 
with parts designers to keen the designers abreast of 
current developments, the earlv selection of the assemblv 
process can dramatically imoact on production costs. 
In the following chaDter is one approach that has 
been applied to an IBM RS-1 robot to provide programming 
flexibility. This is referred to as the tool mode and 
provides the user the abilitv to define any coordinate 
system in the work envelope of the robot instead of being 
restricted to a cartesian coordinate system. Individual 
design considerations based on this robotic tool mode 
will be presented as the final chapter of this thesis. 
2.2.2 Minimizing Parts 
The problem with most new products is that in 
actuality they are not new products at all. Rather, they 
are a combination of several proven parts put together in 
a slightly different way. hesirjners, relying strictly on 
their broad based experience mold currently stocked parts 
or parts previously purchased, to make new products with 
slight design modifications. The difficulty with this 
approach occurs when parts do not fasten together well. 
Additional fasteners must then be incorDorated to hold 
the features together. These fasteners tend to "glue" 
the  intended features of the nroduct together instead of 
13 
adding signifIcantly to the Droduct.  Since fasteners are 
disregarded   In  value  analvsis,  however,  they  are 
Incorporated Into the product liberally. 
The assumption that  additional  threaded  fasteners 
add  negligibly  to  cost Is grossly In error.  Fasteners 
add to the cost of final products.  Each part  must be 
ordered,   purchased  or  manufactured,  transferred, 
received, inventoried, and presented  into  the  assembly 
process  during  its  useful  life.  These all have costs 
associated with them which adversely  contribute  to  the 
system  cost.   This is radically different from what was 
once a widely held belief.  That is, as Ireiale suggested 
in 1964, "Fastening methods and fastener design  are  the 
3 
least troublesome areas in automatic assembly." 
The   problem  is  how  to  eliminate  these  parts. 
Geoffrey Boothroyd and Peter DeWurst, professors  at  the 
University  of Massachusetts at Amherst, have developed a 
set of rules for determining optimum design.  These rules 
can oe used to find the  theoretical  minimum number of 
parts In a product. l 
3 
R. Tredale, "Automatic Assembly: Components and 
Products,". Metalworklng Production, (April 8, 1964), 
P. 55. 
14 
1. Must this part be separate because it moves 
with respect to all other parts already 
assembled? ..  -~- 
2. Must this part be made of a different material 
than or be isolated from all other parts 
already assembled? 
3. Must this part be  separate  from all  other 
parts  already assembled because necessary 
assembly or  disassembly  would  otherwise  be 
impossible? 
With these rules desiciners must evaluate each piece 
based on its added value to the finished product. They 
must look: at parts in a new '«av to see if features can be 
incorporated into parts to assist the assembly of other 
parts. 
Geoffrey Boothroyd and Peter DeWurst, "Oesian for 
Assembly: Manual Assembly," Machine Design, (December R, 
1983), p. 145. 
IS 
2.2.3 Design For Ease Of Assembly 
The previous section was devoted to a discussion of 
the problems associated with Droducts heavy with added 
fasteners. This section Is primarily devoted to 
compiling a list of helpful considerations in designing 
products for ease of assemblv. Many of these rules 
should be followed when develoning a new product or when 
attempting to redesign an existing product. 
1. A part should present relatively smooth 
surfaces without projections, hooks, holes, or 
slots which can cause tanaling with identical 
parts in a feeding mechanism. 
2. Try to make parts symmetrical from end-to-end 
if there is no need for the part to be 
otherwise. This areatly reduces the 
complications which result in designing 
feeding mechanisms. 
3. If a part is non-svmmetrical, design it such 
that Its asymmetrical features' can be greatly 
appreciated. This can be accomplished by 
designing the fastening scheme to allow this 
occurrence. 
4. Make parts radiallv symmetrical. If it has 
important axial details which must be  located 
16 
within the assembly, look: for ways to 
exaggerate these features. If this Is 
Impossible because of established standards, 
try to incorporate a notch or similar device 
into the product wher* it will not interfere 
with the product function. However, oositlon 
it to allow your feedina mechanism to detect 
it. 
5. Avoid pairs of parts labeled "right hand" and 
"left hand". In many cases, there is a way to 
make them identical, which greatly simplifies 
the job. 
6. Unless a housing must be uniguely oriented, 
maKe all four sides of the housing identical. 
This will probably vieid an extra set of 
detents, but it win give four correct 
orientations instead of two right and two 
wrong. 
7. Consider the assembly as a whole. 
5 
Component  design  for assembly  usually is aimed at 
Stephen P. Baldwin, "How To Make Sure of Easy 
^sse7\bly," The Tool and Manufacturing Engineer, (May 
1965), pp. 76-78. 
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eliminating some complex assembly step. It means 
introducing sone feature which has no effect on the 
appearance or function of the part. An example of this 
is chamfers on the leadlna edaes of mating parts. Also, 
Knurled shafts for press fits instead of plain shafts and 
set screws. 
2.2.4 Analysis of Functional Requirements 
One of the greatest aids In the architectural 
development of new products Is the specification of 
required performance of each Individual part. By. 
generating diagrams which illustrate force relationships 
acting on parts, parts designers can greatly simplify 
their jobs. Instead of conceptualizing the parts or 
making protocols to examine their features, they can 
analyze the functional renuirements. They can develop 
lists of possible methods to satisfy each force acting on 
the part, thus producing more varied deslqn ideas. As an 
example, if two force relations were acting on a part, 
and the parts designer found three possible ways to 
satisfy each functional reaulrement, he would have 
developed nine different design proposals. This allows 
each design concept to be analyzed individually, 
simplifying the parts deslaner's job. In addition, the 
combination  and   development   of  inteqral  fastening 
1* 
mechanisms is made easier. 
2.2.5 Development of Direct Fastening 
In the previous section, the analysis was concerned 
with describing the functional requirements of individual 
parts through force relationship. This section is an 
extension of that analvsis because it advocates the 
development of direct fastening operations to satisfy the 
functional requirements. 
Direct fastening is the employina of fastening 
schemes which act directlv at. the point where the 
functional requirement imnarts. This is a laboratory 
observation which has been noted in many high quality 
products. Since their is not an analytical method to 
evaluate this observation based on all products, a 
generalized example should clearly verify its validity. 
If the task desired was to hold a metal rod, length 
?0 feet and weight 200 pounds, in a stationary horizontal 
position with a single fastener of length one foot, what 
fastening mechanism would work best? When a force 
diagram is drawn showina-the functional reauirements of 
the part, the critical force is located at the center of 
gravity of the part. If a fastening device is applied at 
this point, there will be no other forces acting on the 
Dart  to shake  it  from  this  stationary-horlzontal- 
1<9 
equilibrium state. 
Tf the part were held at any other point, there 
would be added torsional forces to consider. This would 
necessitate the fastening device be designed with a rigid 
quality to compensate for this additional force. 
Although this may seem lifce a simple example, it is 
useful because it is easilv understood. This effect of 
direct fastening has been shown to hold true for many 
products. It is particularly important in automatic 
assembly operations because Jt reduces the need for 
assembly aids to hold Darts together until integral 
fasteners are assembled. 
2.2.6 Elimination of Adjustments 
One of the most expensive concepts developed into a 
product's architecture is the need to be adjusted. 
Adjustments typically employ threaded fasteners as their 
operating mechanism to alter the relationship amouna 
parts. These threaded fasteners range widely in 
application from the fine tunina knobs on microscopes to 
the throttling screws on most lawnmowers. These 
adjustments are acted unon bv outside forces (namely 
human intervention) to "tweek:" the product to its desired 
performance. 
However, it is more cost effective to develop  parts 
20 
rflth compliance. Compliance is a measureably different 
gualitv because it is an adjusting capability designed 
right into a products architecture, not an adjusting 
feature. Compliance allows Darts within a product to 
conform to changing environments without intervention 
from any outside forces (other than gravity). 
T 
Some have argued that not all products can be 
designed with compliancy. In this case, when a compliant 
mechanism cannot be found which will satisfy a desired 
product characteristic, a seoarate analysis must be 
undertaken to avoid incorporating an adjustment 
mechanism. This involves a decision whether to develop 
distinct products to handle each variable characteristic 
or to integrate an adjustment mechanism. This is not the 
most probable circumstance, thounh, because most often a 
compliant design can be developed with a little 
engineering creativity. 
2.2.7 CAD/CAM 
Parts designers must also begin to fully utilize the 
advanced design systems which are now available. One 
such system, in Lehigh University's Computer-Integrated- 
**anufacturing (CIM) Laboratory, is presented here as an 
example. This system is state of the art and provides 
Lehigh University with a center  of  excellence  in  this 
?1 
field.    The  ComDuter-HraDhics  augmented  Design  and 
6 
Manufacturing (CADAM)  system was developed by Lockheed 
Corporation.     C-DA"   is   a  highly  interatJve  and 
user-friendly system based on descriptive geometries.  As 
the name implies, CADAM is a computer-aided-design  (CAD) 
system  as  well  as a comnuter-aided-manufacturing (CAM) 
system.  As a CAD system, CADAM offers visualization  for 
co-npatabillty  and  interference,  3-n  mesh  aeneration 
facilities, replication  of  details  and  full  analysis 
capabilities.   The analvsis anoilcations include finite 
element analysis* heat transfer analysis, the calculation 
of shear and bendino moments and moments of inertia.   As 
a  CAM  system,  CADAM offers numerical control CMC) Dart 
programming, post processlna  and  a  bill  of  materials 
7 
system. 
The hardware as shown in Figure 2-2 Includes: 
1. Two IBy 4341 model aroun P12 processors with 
eight and sixteen megabytes of main memory 
respectively; 
6 
C&DA1 is a registered trademark of CADAM Inc. 
7 
International    Business   Machines   Corporation, 
Computer-Graphics Augmented Design and Manufacturing, pp. 
2-3. 
?? 
?. Two TRM 3880 disk storage control units; 
3. Twelve  IBM 3350 disk: storage devices with 317 
megabytes of storage each; 
4. Two IBM 3420 magnetic tape drives; 
5. Two IB^ 3258 graphic? controllers; 
6. Five TRM 3255 graphics display controllers; 
7. Thirteen  IBM  3251  aranhics  displays   with 
. alphanumeric  and function keyboards and light 
pens; 
8. Two IB" 3272 display controllers; 
9. Ten IBM 3277 displav tubes with light pens; 
10. A Tektronix- 618 graphics display terminal; 
11. An IBM 3203 model 5 printer; 
12. An IB'* 3279 2C system console; 
13. A Benson 1000 plotter controller; 
14. A Benson 0336 plotter; 
15. Four IBM 3279 color diKDlav tubes  with  light 
pens; 
16. An IBM 3274 color display controller; 
17. An IBM 3207 four-line color printer; . 
18. Fight IBM XT personal computers; and 
19. Eight IB" PC personal computers. 
Future upgrades will include: 
1. Two IBM 3380 disk storage control units; 
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Figure 2-2:   Computer System 
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?. An IBM 3705 communications controller; 
3. Eight IBM 5080 color aranhics terminals; and 
4. An IBM 5088 color graohics controller. 
The software includes: 
1. VW370-CMS oneratina system; 
2. Graphics Access Methods C"-AM); 
3. Graphics Attach Software (GAS); 
4. CADftM; 
5. Computer   Aided  Enrttn^erl ng  Design  Systems 
CAEDS); 
6. Commiter-graphics  Aided  Three  Dimensional 
Interactive Application (CRTIA); 
7. Geometric Design Processor (GDP); 
R. A Fortran IV compiler; 
9. A PL 1 compiler; 
10. An ASSEMBLER H assembler; 
It. Circuit Board Design System (CBDS2); and 
12. Engineering/Scientific SuoDort System (ESSS). 
2.2.8 Economics 
The cost advantages of using the UDA are dramatic. 
Cost savings can be realized in materials as well as in 
manufacturing and assembly times. By developing the 
architecture of a part usincr the UDA design tools,  parts 
25 
can be transferred to the mannfacturing environment in 
greatly reduced tines. However, this is not recommended 
by the UDA. Instead, the design and development stage 
should be extended to parallel or exceed the traditional 
case. This enables more tire to be scent on system 
considerations in materials selection and manufacturing 
and assembly methods. Proper consideration of these 
components should reduce their effect on total system 
cost. Figure 2-3 shows the generalized effects of using 
the UDA. 
ASSEMBLY 
MATERIALS 
OVERHEAD 
MANUFACTURING/ 
FABRICATION 
Figure 2-3:   UDA System Tost Distribution 
while  direct  outlays  for  overhead  costs  have 
remained  steady or slightly increased, the proportionate 
26 
a 
cost of design and development has increased its 
percentage contribution to svstem cost by 10 percent. 
Materials, manufacturing, and assembly, however, have 
been dramatically reduced both in direct outlays and 
percentage contribution system costs. Assembly time will 
be reduced frou one to three oercent in system percentage 
costs, but from 10 to 10 oercent in direct assembly 
costs. Manufa'cturina time will be reduced from 3 to 10 
percent in system costs and from 10 to 10 percent in 
direct manufacturing costs. The greatest savings will be 
realized in material costs, where a six to 15 percent 
savings will be realized in svstem percentage costs and 
from 15 to 40 percent in direct material costs. 
For a project of $1,000,000 cost in the traditional 
design process, system costs can be reduced to around 
$800,000. In the traditional case, the overhead expense 
is 15 percent of the total system cost, or $150,000. For 
the Unified Design Approach, an increase to $200,000 in 
overhead expense would account for 25 percent of total 
system cost. Scaling the overhead expense as one-fourth 
of the total system cost would result in a total system 
cost of $800,000. 
Since the analysis contained in this thesis is 
conceptual in character, the economic justification of 
the  UD^  is  difficult to nuantlfy.  However, many other 
27 
product redesigns have been performed at Lehigh 
University which utilize several of the UDA rules. nne 
such prolect, which analvzed ^ hammer block assembly for 
a computer line printer, reduced total system cost from 
$47.06 per unit to $37.42 oer unit, a 20.5 percent 
savings. It is believed if the HDA were applied to this 
product, even greater savings could be realized. 
8 
Jeffrey  R. Kearney,  "Oesian To Facilitate Assembly," 
(Lehigh University:  Unpublished Masters  Thesis,  1983), 
pp. 127-128. 
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3. ROBOTS 
The purpose of this chanter is to outline the steps 
necessary to develop a soohlsticated teach pendant for a 
six axis robot. This advanced, user friendly tool 
enaoles the user to address points easily and 
conveniently for program development. This is 
accomplished oy extending the coordinate reference frame 
from the world model (cartesian system) via appropriate 
transfomations to the cartesian system described by the 
robot's wrist. This allows the arm to move in 
coordinated joint motions representative of the arlppers 
current orientation. Figure 3-1, shows the 
representation of this system, and how the approach (a), 
normal (n) and orthogonal Co") axes are configured with 
respect to the wrist. 
3.1 Introduction 
Sophisticated robots can hridge the gap between 
automatic machines and humans. They possess the ability 
to handle tiulti-purpose assignments (unlike single- 
purpose workheads) but lack; specialized interactive 
skills and acute perceptive abilities (like humans). 
They can be taught to produce products of consistently 
high quality over extended periods of time provided 
correctly  oriented  parts  are  presented.   Robots can 
20 
Figure 3-1:   Wrist's Coordinate System 
increase  productivity,  efficiency,  and  reduce  waste, 
which are clearly goals of every manufacturer. 
There are many ways to describe the differences in 
robots. They differ in stre, load, actuation and other 
physical characteristics. fine rather distinguishing 
quality is whether thev emnloy servomechanisms with 
feedback or are nonservo open-loop robots. Nonservo 
robots have simple and inexopnsive controllers that can 
address only a few* points, usually two, on each axis  and 
10 
are thus limited to onlv a few positions in the work: 
envelope. Servo robots hav* the same appearance and work 
envelopes as their nonservo counterparts but, by using 
position resolvers ami automatic feedback control, they 
can address multiple points on their axes. They 
generally can resolve Doints on their axes to within a 
few thousands of an inch and can be programmed for 
hundreds or thousands of points. 
Most servo robots are Drogrammed by the so-called 
teach-box (pendant) method in which the human programmer 
uses buttons, toggle switches, or a joystick on a special 
device to ™ove the robot in its work envelope. Primitive 
teach boxes allow for control only in terms of the basic 
axis motions of the robot, while those more advanced make 
possible the use of cartesian and other coordinate 
systems. 
3.2 RS-1 Six Axis Robot 
The IBM Robot System-1 is a major step into the 
reaLit of intelligent robots. The system is 
programmmable, and has a multifunctional manipulator 
designed for light assembly, fabrication, testing, and 
material handling. Because of the flexibility of the IBM 
RS-1, products being worked on can be tested to various 
specifications, adjusted, and sorted upon exit  from  the 
11 
work area. 
The manipulator Is a rectangular box-frame device 
supporting ah arm with a wrist-like qlmbal and a 
hand-like grlpoer. The arm and v;rist provide six degrees 
of freedom. These include three linear motions in the 
X-, Y-, and Z-axes provided by the arm, and three rotary 
motions called roll, pitch, and yaw provided by the 
wrist. A gripper/releasinq action is provided by the 
gripoer fingers. All motions are controlled by a 
closed-loop, servo system. 
RS - 1 KOPK ENVELOPE 
10 JDTWT NAME UNITS 
X-axis JX in. 
Y-axis JY in. 
Z-axls JZ in. 
Roll JR den. 
Pitch JP dea. 
Yaw JW deq. 
Gripper JG in. 
LOWER LIMIT   UPPER LIMIT 
-9.0 +9.0 
-29.0 +29.0 
-9.5 +8.5 
-135.0 +135.0 
-90.0 ,      +90.0 
-135.0 '+135.0 
0.0 +3.25 
9 
International Business Machines Corporation, IBM  RS-1 
Maintenance Information, osooi, DD. 1.1-1.3, 2.1-2.6. 
3? 
JX 
X travel 
JY 
Y travel 
JZ 
Z travel 
Location of 
operator control —f 
panel (front of 
manipulator). 
JR JP 
Roll travel 
Roll 
motor 
Pitch travel 
Pitch 
motor 
JW 
Yaw travel 
JG 
Gripper travel 
^.C^^Gripper 
Figure  3-2:       RS-1   Physical   Description 
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The computer Is programmed through a unique 
programming language called J '-'anipulator Lanauage (AMD. 
This is a powerful interactive language designed 
especially for the IBf< "S-l . The computer and AMI, 
support the attachment of sensors for detecting 
application condition (fixtures, feeders, controls, 
safety devices, etc.). 
The robot system accomplishes Its useful work 
through the motions produced by the manipulator within 
its woric envelope. This motion, under program control, 
can be used to assemble parts or perform tests. A set. of 
rails allows movement horizontally in the X- and 
Y- directions, and vertically in the Z-direction. Rotary 
motion is provided by three motors working together in a 
fashion sitiilar to a aimbal assembly. A plncher-UKe 
grlpper attached to the roll motor gives the manipulator 
the ability to grasp objects and move them about the 
workspace. This can be visualized by viewing Figure 
3-2 and allowing all Joints to be moved simultaneously in 
a coordinated motion. 
34 
Figure  3-3:      Rs-1   *r:n  (ABOVE) 
35 
Figure 3-4:  ss-i ^r-n fRKLPW) 
16 
3.3 Tool Mode Development 
The continued develooment- of multi-axis robots is 
the future of sophisticate automatic assembly tools. 
The development of a tool mode for a six axis robot is 
considered an equally lmoortant element of future 
automatic assembly work. Robot manufacturers have 
essentially neglected continued development for ease of 
use and have concentrated on improving accuracy, 
repeatability, and speed. This has created a slight 
void, because as robot's becomp more sophisticated, they 
Decone more difficult to learn and use as productive 
assembly tools. Because these robots primarily utilize 
cartesian coordinate systems (X-, y- and %-planes), their 
motions are easily understood. However, a thorough 
knowledge and understanding of coordinated joint motions 
is presently necessary to efficiently program. It is the 
intent of the following sections to demonstrate the 
procedure to develop an advanced pendant control tool 
•node. This will also show the complexity represented by 
current robotic configurations. 
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3.4 Theory & Procedure 
The notation  presented here Is wldelv accepted in 
the field of robotic waniDiii=jtion.   For a  better 
understanding,  the  reader  is  encouraaed  to reference 
m 
R. P. Paul's worK on Robotics. 
When a particular point In space is to  be  defined, 
the following will be the notation used; 
C 
V (1) 
Z the defining coordinate reference frame 
V   the vector in that particular frame C 
Many different vectors can describe the same point 
in space by describing the vector with respect to another 
reference frame.. Ml vectors will be defined using , unit 
vectors i, J, fc, such as; 
V = ai + bj + etc (2) 
with i, j, Ic corresponding to X, Y, Z, respectively.  The 
predominant  representation of  these vectors will be of 
10 
Richard P. Paul, Robot Manipulators: Mathematics, 
Programming, and Control, (fambrldge, Mass.: The 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Press, 1981). 
3fi 
the forn; 
V = 
x 
v 
z 
I 
J> 
(3) 
where X=a/S, 5f=b/S, Z=c/S, and S is a scaling factor. 
The   following  sections  will  need  to  represent 
vectors  in  the  text  for  brevity  which necessitates 
another  representation.    Thp vector V described above, 
T 
can also be shown as (a, h, c, S) , where the superscript 
T Indicates the transpose of a column vector into  a  row 
vector.  This is accomplished by switching the row-column 
position  identifiers   to  column-row  identifiers  and 
inserting then into their new position.  fie:  r  -->r  , 
11    11 
r  -->r ,       r  —>r  ,   etc.)    For  the  simple  case 
21    12     31    13 
presented above, the tranoose is carried out by  pivoting 
90  degrees  in  a  counter-clockwise direction about the 
uppermost element (r  ). 
11 
TransforT.ational operations are critically important 
in understanding how the seauence of  steps  progress  in 
this analysis.  Translational transforms are the addition 
of  two vectors.  Rotational transforms are the revolving 
of  vectors  about  predefined  axes  in  space.    These 
3*? 
operations accomplish the lathering and subsequent 
transfer of information necessary to determine the 
present orientation of the robot's end effector. The 
order of these operations must be maintained with respect 
to the robot's configuratlon of rotational motors because 
these -notors directly imDact on the end effector's 
orientation. Reference to Figure 3-2 in the preceding 
section, depicts the typical motor progression for a six 
axis robot. 
With a Knowledge o^ translational and rotational 
transforms, the first steo is to define the reference 
coordinate frame and wortc envelope described by the 
robot's controller. This Drovirtes valuable information 
because it explains how thP robot is described to the 
controller. In addition, the controller contains the 
data on each individual motor's present configuration. 
Data which is vital to tool mode development. 
COS(W) -SipfW) 0 0 
YA.W(Z,W)r 
sin(W) 
0 
COS(W) 
n 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 0 0 1 
(4) 
COS(P) sin(PT 
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PITCH(y,P)= 
0 1 0 0 
-sln(P) 0 COS(P) 0 
0 0 0 1 
(5) 
RDLL(Z,R)= 
cos(R) -sln(P) 0 0 
sin(R) COS(P) 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
n 0 0 1 
(6) 
Equations 4-6, are the matrix equations vised to pass 
the information from the world model of the controller to 
the robot's wrist. The yaw motor, which is the first 
rotational notor encountered along the arm, effects X and 
Y axes only. The yaw anqle, S, when passed into equation 
4, describes to what extent X and y are chanqed. The 
Z-axis regains exactlv the same because yaw motor 
rotations do not effect Its orientation. Equation A is 
then cross-multiplied bv the reference coordinate frame 
obtained earlier to describe to what extent the yaw 
rotation, S, has effected the world model. 
The pitch motor, which effects only the X and Z 
axes, is the next motor along the manipulator. The 
Information is again queried from the controller, but now 
for the pitch motor anqle of rotation. The pitch angle, 
pf when passed into equation 5  describes to what extent X 
41 
and Z axes are channel. The V remains constant with 
respect to the pitch angle rotation, although it could be 
different from the world models initial configuration 
because of yaw angle effects. This matrix is cross 
multiplied by the product of the Z-axis - reference 
coordinate frame cross multiplication performed 
previously. This gives all rotational effects through 
the first two motors. 
The final operation is to describe the rotational 
effects the roll motor has on the wrist's current 
orientation. This operation is performed similarly to 
the previous two. In this case, the rotation affects the 
X- and Y- axes, but not the 7,-axls. This appears to be 
the same definition the yaw anale, W, described. It is 
similar, but based on the rotational effects of the 
previous two motors, the differences could be dramatic. 
The roll angle, r, is obtained, inserted into equation 6, 
and cross-multiplied by the product given by the pitch 
angle, yaw angle, reference coordinate frame cross 
multiplication. 
The result is a single matrix which describes the 
end effector's current orientation with respect to the 
world model. Once this information is known, it is a 
natter of programming the appropriate move statements 
specific to the controlling software  to move  the  arm 
42 
along the approach, normal, and orthogonal ax"s. 
3.5 RS-1 Tool: Mode 
The  IBM  RS-t, as described earlier, is an advanced 
assembly robot with six deorees of freedom.   It  uses  a 
cartesian  coordinate system with a work volume of 19,440 
3 
cubic inches (in. ) and a work envelope described by  the 
RS-1 Work Envelope Table in Section 3.2.  The programming 
language   which  runs   the  robot  manlDulator  is  A 
Manipulator Language (\ML).  The Series i  controller  is 
the  central processing unit for the robot and contains a 
hard disk unit, two I/O units, an expansion  unit  and  a 
processor. 
The development of a tool mode for the IBM RS-1 
utilized the procedure outlined in Section 3.4. The 
reader is referenced to Program One in Section 3.9. The 
coordinate frame representations are of a different form 
than exhibited herp because of the structured format 
required by the controllina software. 
The definition of the T coordinate frame was -the 
initial starting point. This was the translatlonal 
transform with three distinct vectors describing the 
current location of each of the major axes, i.e., X, Y, 
and Z. These were all combined to form the T coordinate 
frame. 
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The frane as described bv the Series 1 was In the 
orientation shown in Figure 3-5-a, whereas the frame 
desired was as referenced in Figure 3-5-b. This 
operation was performed because movement in the direction 
of the drippers fingers was easier to understand if it 
was described Dositiveiv. This reguired a rotation of 
180 degrees about the Y frame. This operation was 
performed right to left to maintain the reference frame 0 
as the current frame.  If the 
Figure 3-5:  Frame Rotation 
order were reversed, the current frame would be described 
by Figure 3-5-b, which is nndersirable because the X and 
Y axes would not be correctlv oriented with respect to 
the Series 1 worlrt model. 
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T = 
•1 0 0 0 
n i o o 
o o -l n 
o o o 1 
1 0 0 X 
0 1 0 Y 
o o i z 
o o o l 
-1 0 0 X 
0 1 0 Y 
0 0 -1 z 
0 0 0 1 
n 
with respect to the  T frame, all movements from the 
home  position,  shown in Fiaores 3-3 and 3-4, need to be 
found and adjusted accordinglv to the current frame.  The 
first step moving along the arm from the current frame is 
to account for the rotational effects of the  yaw  motor, 
which changes the X and Y axes.  This rotational movement 
will  be  centered • around  the  Z-axis  as referenced in 
Figures 3-6 and 3-7. 
TW= 
1 0 0 X CW -sw 0 0 -CW sw 0 X 
0 1 0 y SW CW 0 0 sw CW 0 Y 
0 0 -1 z 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 -1 z 
0 0 0 l 0 0 0 t 0 0 0 1 
Further  along  the  arm,  the pitch  loint,  which 
affects  the  X aqd Z axes, is encountered.  With respect 
to the current frame defined through the yaw motor  and 
Z-axis,  the movement from the home position of the Ditch 
i 
notor is investigated.  The Pitch angle, P,  is  inserted 
A* 
Figure 3-6:  Yaw Rotation (ABOVE) 
4ft 
Figure 3-7:  Yaw Rotation (BELOWI 
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Into  equation 5 and then cost multiplied (left to riaht) 
T 
DV TW. The effects of th» pitch rotation are shown in 
Figures 3-8 and 3-9. This motion is achieved through 
Equation 5 to nove the current reference coordinate 
fran?. 
TW 
TP = 
2W SW 0 X CP 0 SP 0 
SW cw 0 Y 0 1 0 0 
0 0 -1 7, -SP 0 CP 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
TW 
TP = 
cw. CP SW -SP.CW X 
CP.SW cw 5P.SW Y 
SP 0 -CP Z 
0 n 0 1 
The final rotation involves the roll motor. The 
motion here is the same as described for the yaw, but 
differs because of possible rotations in the pitch joint. 
This Is described in Figures 3-10 and 3-11. 
This final frame was obtained using Equation 6 
written for the roll motor. 
TP 
-CW.:P sw -SP.CW X CR -SR 0 0 
CP.SW cw SP.SW 
48 
Y SR CR 0 0 
Figure 3-8;   Pitch Rotation (AROVP:) 
40 
Figure 3-9:  Pitch Potation (BELOW) 
■so 
Figure 3-10:   Roll Rotation (ABOVE) 
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Figure  3-11:       Roil  Potation   (BKLOW) 
5? 
TR= 
SP 0 -CP Z 0 0 1 0 
0 n n 1 0 0 0 1 
--W.TP.CR + SW.3R   SP.CW.CP + sw.c -SP.CW X 
TP      CP.SW.CR + CW.SR  -SP.Cn.SW + CW.CR SP.SV Y 
TR = 
CP.SP             -SR.SP -CP Z 
0                  0 0 1 
This analysis has brought the coordinate frame from the 
world orientation of the robot, to the orientation of the 
tripper. 
Figure 3-12, illustrates the points mentioned above. 
The description of the notation used is as follows; 
T describes the transforms in order 
" describes the orientation of frames to motors 
M describes combinations of n, o, and a 
a parallel to end effector 
o orthogonal to end effector 
n normal to end effector 
A nore common representation in robotics terminology 
is the use of a transform granh. This is shown in Figure 
3-13. 
The E vector shows that although it is necessary  to 
si 
Figure 3-12:   Movement of Coordinate Frame 
bring the reference coordinate frame to the grlpper, It 
Is' not explicitly needed becanse the same orientation 
will remain after the goal has been achieved. 
5 4 
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Figure 3-13:   Transform GraDh 
3,6 Discussion 
The tool node is a tremendous enhancement "to robotic 
software. It provides the user with additional 
programming features that significantly reduce the time 
required for application oroaram develooment. Also, 
being able to control the robot manipulator in a tool 
:node maires programming the rooot motion sequence much 
easier. 
Matrix multiplication was needed in order to perform 
the transforms required. The International Business 
Machines Robot System-2 software, which possessed matrix 
capabilities was not available. This was due to the need 
for another memory card to hold the information, but 
unfortunately, this card could not be obtained. As a 
result of this constraint, matrix multiplication was 
directly entered  through  the  keyboard.   A complete 
5S 
listing of the AML code vhich performed this task is 
included at the conclusion of this chaDter (Program 
Three). In addition, because the machine code was not 
available (due to proprietary restrictions), the 
programming was performed at the user level. This 
increased the time used hv the Series 1 to a measureabie 
degree. Wherever it was oossible, logical programming 
was used to reduce this in-process time. An example was 
the definition of conditional branching looos, thus 
grouping and repeating several recursive operations. 
The generation of the tool mode used this matrix 
algebra extensively. TnitiaJly, using the QPOSITION 
system subroutine in the *ML language, the anales of the 
roll, pitch, and yaw motors #ere obtained. These 
measurements were used to find the sine and cosine, and 
were subsequently assigned variable names. CR, CP, and 
CW became the cosine of the roll, pitch and yaw motor, 
respectively, with SP, SP, and SW defined similarly, with 
respect to the sine of the angle. This again is an 
example of the logical and efficient programming approach 
used to Keep in-process time as low as possible. 
Having determined the Information from the angles, 
equations 4-6 were used to find the current location of 
the wrist. This analysis describes the present tool 
frame  relative  to  the  world  or  reference coordinate 
56 
frame. What,the tool mo^e now permits the user to do Is 
move relative to the alignment of the gripner. Fiqure 
3-14 depicts the new options ava51able. 
COS(W) -sinf") 0 0 
YAW(Z,W)= 
sin(W) 
0 
COS(W) 
n 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 0 0 1 
(4) 
PTTCH(Y,P)= 
COS(P) 
0 
-sln(P:> 
n 
0 sin(P) 0 
1 0 0 
n COS(P) 0 
0 0 1 
(5) 
P.HLLCZ, R) = 
COS(P) -sin(P) 0 0 
sinCR) cos(R) 0 0 
0 n 1 0 
0 n 0 1 
(6) 
In this instance, the user specifies the goal to be 
achieved. By accessing the transformation subroutine, 
called TMOVE, and giving the distance desired in the 
approach (a), orthogonal (o), or normal (n) direction, 
the program actuates this operation. The seguence that 
takes place to realize  this  move  utilizes  the  linear 
"57 
Figure 3-14:   Grlpper option - Approach Simulation 
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ability of the Series 1. This linear ability is when 
specifying two points in space, the Series 1 wil] 
determine the shortest path Possible to connect those two 
points, i.e., a straight line. The controller does this 
by evaluating the necessarv movement in each joint and 
deciding which joint vcl.ll he the limiting factor. The 
limiting factor to move from A to B in the world frame 
will be the joint with the areatest distance to travel. 
Therefore, to move from A to R (world frame), the X-axis 
will be the limiting 1oint because it has a greater 
distance to travel. 
A - 
1 o 0 0 
n l 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
R = 
1 0 0 2 
0 1 0 1 
0 n l * 0 
0 0 0 1 
The TMDVE subroutine is called and given the goal in 
the desired direction. The system gueries the X, Y, Z 
positions and determines the roll, pitch, and yaw 
orientations. It assigns a point to this location. The 
TMOVE command subseguentlv nerforms the goal the user 
specifies. This goal is simulated first, inserting the 
new values into the routine and evaluating the position 
at which the manipulator will be.  This is also  assigned 
a point location, which Is now used to determine the 
straight line path. ThJs straight line path is passed 
back: to the controller in worn model coordinates. The 
Series 1 will: then actuate this move in the world model, 
following the path given as the goal in the tool mode. 
Thus, a tool Tiode is simulated. 
3.7 Sample Calculations 
Roll Angle 
Pitch Angle 
yaw Angle 
4S 
in 
1 CR 
2 SR 
3 CP 
4 Sn 
5 cw 
6 sw 
Cosine (Roll Anale) = Cosine (45) = 0.707 
0.707 
Cosine (Pitch Anqle) = Cosine (60) = 0.50 
0.R66 
Cosine (Roll Angle) = Cosine (30) = 0.966 
0.50 
This results'in; 
0.129      -0.4R3 
0.966       0.259 
-0.224       0.937 
0 0 
0.B66 0 
0.000 0 
0.500 0 
0 1 
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s, 
If the desired result was to move along the approach 
axis tvo inches, the procedure would be as follows: 
GDM, = 
1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 2 
0 0 0 1 
Matrix T and M; 
0.129 -0.483 
0.966 0.259 
-0.224 0.837 
0 0 
0.866 0 1 0 0 0 
0.000 0 0 1 0 0 
0.500 0 n 0 1 2 
0 1 0 0 0 1 
0.129 
-0.481 0.866 1.732 
0.966 0.259 0 0 
-0.224 n.837 0.50O 1 
0 0 0 t 
The Inverse of the p column is then performed; 
0.129 0.966 -0.224 1.732 
-0.483 * 0.259 0.837 'f   '"        0 
0.R66 0 0 1 
0 OQl 
This  is  assigned  as  the goal of the world model. 
The E transform is left  out  since  the  vector  to  the 
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middle of the wrist parallels the end effector in the 
cartesian coordinate system. 
The final command is; 
MOVE (<JX,JY,JZ>,<G0 4L(1,4),GOALC2,4),GOALC3,4)>); 
This invokes the Series 1  to  move  the  respective 
joint coordinates (X,y,Z) to the ne* location.  To verify 
this,  the  goal should be a straight line of 2 inches in 
length.  This is verified using Dythagorian's Theorem. 
2     2? ? 21/2 
JX  + JY  + JZ  = (1.73?)  + 0 + (1)  =4   =2 
Therefore, it has been shovn through  this  analysis 
that the tool mode performs the desired operation. 
3.8 Application 
The continued development of sophisticated robots 
could eventually close off the field of applications to 
only those rare people who can gain a grasp of the 
programming language necessarv to make it perform. With 
efforts such as the one undertaken in this project, the 
required skill level allows a larger number of people to 
perform roDOt programming The tool mode is a useful 
step in that it releases the user from many time 
consuming and mundane functions. This section will 
attempt to ilJustrate some nolnts of interest directly 
related to tool mode performance. 
Mechanical  fastener  Insertion  Is  not a difficult 
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task; for a robot. However, this Is a difficult task to 
program a robot for because trie orlen.tatlon of the 
fastener may be hard to "^xnlain" to the robot. The 
Insertion of a simple lead along an axis not defined in 
the robot's coordinate frame requires a sianificant 
amount of logging (using the nendant to move at small 
increments along the path"), with the tool mode, any axes 
can be defined, and motions actuated along these axes can 
be performed with relative ease. The insertion of 
oushings at unfamiliar anaJes becomes a task of little 
consequence. 
Rotational moves also become available to the user. 
They enable the user to address rotations about an axis 
without disorienting oarts with respect to their 
centerline. Rotational moves with quarter turn fasteners 
or similar devices are easily addressable. The proper 
approach can be marie to aiion the piece as outlined 
previously. A simple rotation of the tool mode reference 
frame around the approach vector, while applying a 
predetermined force alom the approach direction, will 
positively seat the fastener. 
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3.9 Programs 
A Manipulator Lanomae (AMD is a hiqh-level, 
interactive programming language that was designed for 
robot oroara.tnting. AMI. imnoses few restrictions on how 
you structure program statements. The language provides 
a variety of data tyres and operators, system 
subroutines, language control structures, display station 
and file inout/'output, editing and debuggina facilities, 
and system identifiers that help to improve program 
readability. AML is an interpretive programming language 
(that is, programs do not have to be compiled or link 
edited). AML allows you to execute a slnale statement 
without having to execute the entire program. This 
interpretive quality simplifies orogram writing an allows 
you to debug your programs interactively. 
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ProTT'im One 
10: 
20; 
30: 
40 
50 
6 0 
70: 
?0 
Q0: 
100; 
110: 
120; 
no 
1 4<V 
150; 
160; 
170 
180 
190; 
20n 
210 
220; 
230 
240; 
2 50; 
260; 
270: 
280: 
290; 
300: 
310 
320; 
330 
340 
350; 
360; 
370; 
380: 
390; 
400: 
410 
42 0: 
4 30 
440 
450 
460; 
• THIS 
■ CONTRO 
•REFERE 
•CENTER 
'THE. A 
•DIRECT 
•C':ORU\ 
■NORMAL 
•AXIS I 
•A AMD 
•F3LL3W 
■FDR TH 
■CDMSTS 
• TEP«I\T 
■ACTUAT 
■COMRIN 
■CUPPEM 
SUBR 
LI.FO 
NCE   T 
OF T 
(jnpp 
ION T 
L)    AX 
70 T 
S THE 
V AXE 
ED. 
F. ALP 
TS DF 
AL, A 
E THE 
5TT0N 
TLY   D 
OUTIKE 
I"' A ' 
s LOCA 
HE GF.I 
OACH) 
HAT TH 
IS IS 
HF T,PT 
N MUT'.I 
S.  ^H 
THIS D 
HANUME 
INPUT 
NO THE 
DESTP 
HF A, 
FFINED 
WTLT, AT..LT* 
TOOL' MODE. 
TEP WITH IT 
DPER W"FRE 
hXJ9, POTNTS 
F FTNCC'PS A 
PFRPFwnTCUL 
PPFR MOTION 
ALLY PEPPEN 
F RTCMT HAW 
ARTTCl'T.AP, P 
RIC TYROAP 
IVG 'TMOVE* 
N INCLUDING 
EH MOVE. T 
", AND 0 w 
PEFFPFf'CE 
THE PHBQT TO BE 
THE TOOT, FRAME OF 
S ORIGIN AT THE 
THE LEO BEAM CROSSES, 
POSITIVELY IN THE 
RE POINTED, THE N 
AR TO THE A AXIS AMD 
, THE 0 (ORTHOGONAL) 
DICULAP TO BOTH THE 
D RULE IS ALWAYS 
ROGPAM IS WRITTEN 
0.  KEYBOAPn ENTRY 
FROM THE ON-LINE 
THE PARAMETERS TO 
HIS CAM BE ANY 
ITU RESPECT TO THE 
COORDINATE FRAME. 
1.3ADC 'MATH') ; 
LDADCMMATRX'); 
TMOVE:SU3R(GOAL); 
G:V£M 4 OF 4 REAL; 
--LOAD NECESSARY TRIGONOMETRIC 
— FU"CTTO:JS  (SINE & COSINE) 
--LOAn "ATRIX MULTIPLICATION 
--OFFICE KEYBOARD SUBROUTINE 
--DECLARATION OF RESULTANT 
—MATRTX FOR RS-1 GOAL 
--COMPUTE THE SINES AND COSINES OF THE YAW, PITCH, 
--A\'D ROLL MOTOR ANGLES THROUGH QUERYING THEIR 
--CURRENT CONFIGURATION. 
CP:N'EM COSCQPHSITIONCJP)) 
CW:NEW COSC0POSITIOM(JW)) 
CR:NE,/ C3SCQP0SITION(,TR)) 
SR:NEW SIW(QPOSITIONCJR)) 
SW:NEW SIN(QPOSITIONC.TW)) 
SP'.NEW SIN(QPOSITIONFJP)) 
—DEFINE THE PRESENT 
--BY TRANSFORMATION 
--MODEL DESCRIBED BY 
MANIPULATOR COORDINATE FRAME 
T' WTTH RESPECT TO THE WORLD 
THE SERIES 1 
470: --FRAME BY IMPUTING THE NECESSARY PARAMETERS. 
49 0: -- 
490: «:NEW <<1 ,0,0,GGAL(n>,<0,1 , 0,GOAL(2)>,<0,0,1, 
5H0:        GDALm>,<0,0,O,l>>; 
510: DISPLAYC'M MATRIX =>', EOT,, M, EOL) • 
5?C: -- 
530: --CDMPNTE THE TPANSFOR"En MANIPULATOR FRAME 
540: -- 
550: G=MMATRX(T,M); 
560: DISPIAYC'GOAL   MATRIX   =>',   EOL,   Gl; 
570: -- 
580: --MAKE THE MOVE WITH RESPECT TO THE WORLD FRAME 
590: --ACCORDING TO THE GOAT, MATRIX TRANSFORMATION 
500: -- 
6 JO; VDVE(<JX,JY, TZ>,<GC1,4),G(?,4),GC3,4):0; 
6?0: END; 
630: -- 
640: --END OF PP0GPAM FOR KEYROARD ENTRY 
650: -- 
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Proar^^  Two 
JO: 
2r»: 
30: 
40: 
50: 
60 
70 
qn 
90 
100; 
1 10: 
120: 
130: 
140 
150 
160 
170: 
180 
190: 
200; 
210; 
220: 
230: 
240; 
250 
260 
270: 
280; 
2^0: 
300; 
310: 
320: 
330: 
340: 
350: 
360 
370: 
3 80; 
390; 
400; 
410; 
420; 
430: 
440 
450 
460: 
■ T 
■ C 0 N 
, pre 
•CEN 
• THE: 
•DTR 
>nn 
■M3R 
•AXT 
•A A 
•FQL 
■FOR 
• WAN 
■DEV 
■ESP 
•IP 
•FEE: 
■THE 
■ANY 
•OR 
HIS 
TRO 
ERF 
TER 
a 
ECT 
'•lAL 
S   I 
ND 
LO.-f 
TH 
D H 
ELO 
ECT 
THE 
OER 
PE 
co 
Mirj 
SUBP. 
LLED 
MCE T 
HP T 
(ADPP 
ION T 
L) AX 
TO T 
S THE 
N AX" 
ED. 
E TEA 
ELD T 
PING 
ALLY 
PS-1 
S APE 
j:DAf.'T 
MRTNA 
US 01 
OUTINF 
IM A ' 
S LOCA 
HE CRT 
HAT TH 
IS IS 
HE GPT 
N MUTU 
S. TH 
THIS n 
V"H PEN 
OOL V;H 
APPLTC 
USEFUL 
WHEN 
PRESF 
RI'TTfJ 
TION 0 
PFCTin 
WIL 
TOOT. 
TED 
PRER 
AVIS 
F FT 
DEPP 
PPFR 
ALLY 
E RI 
APTT 
DAPJT 
TCH 
ATin 
DALL 
NTEP 
MS C 
F A, 
MS. 
L AL 
• MP 
WIT" 
WHE 
DOT 
NGER 
FNOT 
MOT 
DTD 
GHT 
CUL A 
• l 
IS " 
M PR 
nrTP 
FT T7 
TNT 
AM I 
N, n 
LOW THE ROBOT TO RE 
DE.  THE TOOL FRAME OF 
ITS ORIGIN AT THE 
RE THE LED BEAM CROSSES. 
NTS POSITIVELY IN THE 
S ARE POINTED, THE N 
CULAR TO THE A AXIS AND 
TOM, THE 0 (ORTHOGONAL) 
PENPICULAP TO BOTH THE 
HAND RULE IS ALWAYS 
R PROGRAM IS WRITTEN 
HE TEACH PENDANT IS A 
SED AS AN AID TO 
OGRAMS.  IT IS 
R"INE THE LIMITATIONS 
TNG AMD VIBPATORY BO^L 
0 THE WORK ENVELOPE. 
NDEPEMDFNTLY CONTROL 
ND 0 IN FITHEP THE PLUS 
PLUS; 
VTMUS; 
N=KEY(1?1) 
NsKF.YM 17) 
0=KEY(122) 
0 = KEY(UR) 
A=KEY(123) 
A=KEY(119) 
--AS THE CORPFSPONOTf'G PENOftNT BUTTON IS DEPRESSED 
— A^D HELD, THE MANIPULATOR WILL MOVE ALONG THE 
--DESIRED AXTS IN INCREASING INCREMENTS. 
PMOVE:SU3R(AX); 
DM:NEW REAL; 
--DECIDE IF THE MOVE IS TM THE POSITIVE OF NEGATIVE 
IF AX GT 120 THEN BRANCH(ROS) 
ELSE P'-l = -0.25; 
H(NEG); 
1 = 0.25; 
BR 
D3 
WE 
M ; 
G: 
CP 
CN 
CR 
SR 
SW 
SP 
NC 
:P' 
NEW 4 OF 4 OF PEAL; 
NEW 4 OF 4 OF REAL; 
:,'JEW COSCQPOr-ITTONf.TP)) 
;NEW COS(Q^nsiTIOM(vTWll 
:NFW C0S(0DOSITION( JO") l 
:MEW SIN(OPOSITION(JR">) 
:NEW STN(0DO3ITIONrJW)) 
:NEW SIN(QPOSTTION(.TP)1 
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47 0: T: NEW <<-Cfc'*CP*CR+SW*SR,SR*CW*CP+SW*CR,-SP*CW, 
49 0: OPOSTTION(,TX">>,<CP*SW*CR + CW*SR,-SR*CP*SW + 
490: CW*CR,SD*SW,OPnSTTinN(JY)>,<CR*SP,-SR*SP, 
500:       -CP,QPOSITIOM(JZ1>,<O,O,O,I>>; 
510: Z:NEW i; 
5 20: A:VEM 0.; 
530: 0:NEW 0.; 
5 40: N:NEW o.; 
550: LOOP:IF  (AX EO 1231 OF (AX E0 119) THEM 
560: BRANCH (AAXIS); 
570: -- 
580: --DECIDE WHICH TOOL AXIS IP TO MOVED ALONG.  THIS 
590: --IS DOVE RY READING THROUGH THF PENDANT TQ FIND 
600: --WHICH BUTTON IS PFING PUSHED. 
610: -- 
620: IF (AX EQ 121) OR (AX EO 119) THEN BRANCH (NAXIS); 
630: 0=D+OM*Z; 
640: 5R5NCH (MDEF); 
650: ABXIS.:A = A-+DM*Zr 
660: BRANCH (MDEF); 
670: NAXIS:N=N+DM*Z; 
68 0: MDEF:Z=Z+1; 
690: M = <<1 ,0,0,N>,<o,i ,0,n>,<o,n,i , ,\>,<o,0,0,1>>; 
700: r- = MMATRX(T,M); 
710; AMOVE ( < JX, JY, JZ> , <G ( 1. , 4 ) , G ( 2 , 4 ) , G ( 3 , 4 ) > ) ; 
720: -- 
730: --SENSE WHETHER THE RUTTOM IS STILL OPPRESSED TO 
740: --DETERMINE T^ MOTION SHOMLD OF CONTINUED. 
750: -- 
760: IF SENSIO(1016,0) EO 0 THPV RETURN; 
770: BRANCH(LOOP); 
780: END; 
790: -- 
800: --DEFINE THE SIX PENDANT BUTTONS 
910: -- 
920: KEY(<117,119,119,121,122,173>,'PMOVE'); 
930: DEPIO(20,0f1,0,9); 
R40: SCROLL COM); 
R50: -- 
960: —THE FINAL GROUP OF COMMANDS ARF WITHIN THE FILE 
870: --AND ARE LOADED WHEN THE FILE IS LOADED, BUT IT 
890: --WOULD BE INEFFICIENT TO INCLUDE THEM WITHIN THE 
890: --SUBROUTINE BECAUSE IT WOULD REASSIGN THE PENDANT 
900: --BUTTONS WITH EVERY RUN. 
910: -- 
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Proaraii Three 
10: --  THIS Sl'PROHTIME WTMJ PERFORM THE MEEDED MATRIX 
20: --MULTIPLICATION nPFPATTON'.  THE FOUR BY ^OUR 
30: —TRANSFORMATION MATPTX *B' IS MULTIDLTEO BY 
40: —AMOTHER FOUR BY FOUR TRAMSFORMATIOM MATRIX 'AA' 
50: —IK A RIGHT TO LEFT FASHTOM.  THE RESULTANT MATRIX 
60: --IS THEM RETURKEO TO THE CALLING PROGRAM. 
70: -- 
80: MMATRX:SURR(AA,B); 
90: I:MEW I'JT; 
100: K:NE:V IMT; 
110: N':MEW T\TT; 
120:    M=l; 
130:    CiMEW 4 OF 4 OF 0.0? 
140:    REPEAT 
150:       BEGIN 
160: K=l; 
170: REPEAT 
180: BEGIN 
19 0: 1=1; 
200: REPEAT 
210: BEGIM 
2 2 0: C(K,M1=C(K,N)+AA(K,I)*B(I,N)? 
230: 1=1+1? 
240: ENP 
250: UNTIL I EO 5; 
260: K=K+1; 
270: EMD 
280; UNTTL K EO 5? 
290: M=N+1; 
300:       EMD 
310:    UNTIL M EO 5; 
320: RETURM(C); 
330: EMD; 
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4.: PRINTER MECHANISM 
4.1 Problem Definition 
It has been determined as the first step in 
utilizing the UDA to select the most appropriate assembly 
process to be used for the component under consideration. 
In this Instance, the International Business Machines 
(IBM) RoboticaTly Assembler* Printer (RA°) was selected 
for evaluation. This is a specially formulated product 
used for theoretical evaluation of development ideas. 
For this investigation, an assembly robot with six 
de-Trees of freedom, such as the T3" RS-1, was selected to 
evaluate design proposals. This product incorporates 
•nany significant features which lend themselves to the 
use of automated assembly tools. However, continued 
development of this printer mechanism leads to many 
design ideas which can be utilized In other products. 
Therefore, it is essential that areas which may 
theoretically be Improved be Identified. 
4.2 Lower Paper Guide 
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4.2.1 Functional Requirements 
The functional requirements of the lower paper guide 
are to direct the paDer around the platen and to keep the 
Paper flowing past the nrint head mechanism. Figure 
4-1 shows these requirements in generalized form. 
Figure 4-1:   Functional Requirements 
1. Feature A keeps the paner against the platen 
at the point whpre the print mechanism 
operates. 
2. Feature B keeps the height, Z, where feature A 
imparts, constant. 
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3. The efficient flow of -->aper Is insured by 
feature C as the pacer Is Dressed aaalnst the 
platen shaft. 
4.2.2 Current Configuration 
The  present  lower  paoer  guide  performs  all the 
necessary functional requirements.  The unique aspect  of 
this part is the spring properties of the material, which 
aid  in  the  placement and retention of the paper guide. 
Cut-outs in the base accent  the  locking  studs  riveted 
into the paper guide.  To clear the lip of the studs, the 
robot  pushes against the leading front edge of the paDer 
guide, deflecting the metal to the point where the  studs 
lock.   The robot travels in a horizontal direction from 
one end of the guide to the other;while applying pressure 
11 
to snap both studs into the base. 
After the part  is  put  in  place,  feature  A,  in 
Figures   4-2  and  4-3,   restricts  movement  in  the 
Z-dlrection (functional requirement *   1).  Feature B,  in 
figure  4-2  and  4-3, combined with feature A, holds the 
paper guide in the y-direction Cfunctional requirement  # 
11 
Frank L. Bracken, "n«sian of Data Processing 
Equipment for Automated Assembly," IBM Technical Report, 
(June 29, 1983), p. 7. 
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Figure  4-2:       Rasp  Assembly 
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Figure 4-3:   Current- Configuration 
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2). The four paper feelers, feature C In Figure 4-3, are 
the mechanises which press the paper aqalnst the platen 
shaft and Insure efficient, naper flow (functional 
requirement »   3). 
The problem vith this assembly, however, is the 
relatively lane number of o^rts. Three threaded 
fasteners, three nuts, an isolator plate, four Paper 
feelers, two rivets, and one aulie combine to form one 
assembly component comprised of six distinct parts and 14 
total pieces. A good desian in this case would have 
three parts to form the assembly component because there 
are three functional renuirements. The theoretical 
minimum, however, is one part, which would require some 
combination of the functional requirements into the 
design features. This was the approach taken in 
investigating the reduction of the number of parts. 
4.2.3 Analysis of Functional Requirements 
The holding of the paper auide in the y-direction is 
necessary to Keep the paper stationary while the print 
head mechanist! operates. This functional requirement is 
currently satisfied usina the two snap rivets and the 
guiding slot near the front edap. 
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4,2.3.1 Arrow Design 
An Initial redesiqn H*a was to JncorDorate a 
variable thickness slide mechanism into the niece to 
permit the paper guide to he positively seated using a 
snap device. This was considered an enhancement to the 
part because snap devices ire easy for robots to 
consistently perform well. 
Figure 4-4:   Arrow Design 
In addition, most snap fasteners require only one simple 
notion to securely Insert a part. This can reduce 
in-process assembly time sianifIcantly.  A comparison  to 
7* 
the present fastening operation, which requires two 
distinct motions of the P.R-1 manipulator, highlights the 
advantages of snap devices. Tn this case, assembly time 
can be reduced by more than 50 nercent. Therefore, the 
lower paper guide is chanT»d in the following way. 
The leading front edne of the paper guide would have 
an arrow-like construction which would facilitate a 
snapping feature. Roth sides of the base assembly would 
have flanged mounting surfaces to enable the arrow-like 
characteristic of the paper ciuide to positively mate. 
The assembly would require thf robot to slide the thin f"" 
outer section of the quid* though the extended 
projections in the base. As the arrow was encountered, 
the projections would deflect back to allow the guide to 
pass between them. At the critical point, when the 
widest section of the arrow passed through, the 
projections would snap back froii their deflected state 
onto the thicker section of the guide. Because the 
projections would not return to their original position, 
they would apply comnressive forces to the thicker 
section of the guide. The paper guide 'would be 
restricted in its movement because the upper section of 
the paper guide would be hpid rigidly In place. This 
would be the fastening approach. 
The Insertion of this part would fully utilize  the 
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capabilities of the RS-1. nsincr the strain gauges in the 
fingers and the conditional branching loops of the 
software, the part would be Dositively seated. The RS-1 
would slide the part between the projections as it 
monitored its strain gauges. This -notion would continue 
as the arrows passed through the projections and the 
stress in the strain gauges increased. However, once the 
strain stress dramatically decreased, the robot would 
terminate the insertion. This would occur at the 
critical point where the thicker section on the guide is 
located. 
Although this design obtained beneficial in-process 
assembly tine results, it was abandoned because it was 
not believed the arrow could consistently satisfy the 
funtlonal requirements. The arrow design could damage 
the projections by spreading them oDen too far, thereby 
reducing the compresslve forces acting on the thicker 
section of the guide. This would cause undue play in the 
part. In addition, because the base assembly is a rigid 
oody, the manufacturabilitv of the projections to provide 
the necessary flexibility was guestioned. Finally, the 
nanufacturability of the arrow into the paper guide would 
increase cost considerablv bv either increasing part 
count or increasing machinlna time. Since the UDA 
advocates  consideration  of the component as part of the 
7R 
entire  system,  the  arrow  design  did  not represent a 
oetter system design. 
4.2.3.2 Snap-Fit Paper Feelers 
Another redesign idea on the Daper guide assembly 
attempted to reduce the number of parts in the assembly. 
Functional requirement C, as shown in Figure 4-1, is 
currently satisfied us5ng four naoer feelers, an isolator 
plate, the guide, three nuts, and three screws or 12 
total parts. Its purpose is to insure an efficient flow 
of paper past the print carrier mechanism. Considering 
the task and analyzing the functional requirement with 
respect to the UDA design criteria for minimizing parts, 
?3rt count theoretically can be reduced. Investigating 
the current configuration, the concept of employing paper 
feelers seeiis quite approDriate. Therefore, the part was 
initially redesigned attemntino to retain the paper 
feeler mechanist). 
The first change proposed the incorporation of snaD 
fit paper feelers to simDii.fy the current fastening 
scheme. This would reduce Dart count by • seven by 
eliminating the isolator plate, three screws and three 
nuts. This is accomplished bv integrating the features 
of the isolator plate directly into the guide. As 
discussed previously, snap fit fasteners are  guite  easy 
7Q 
for the robot to perform. Tt Is difficult to understand 
trie original purpose of these seven parts because the 
features of the isolator olate can easily be included in 
the guide. Eliminating the Isolator plate immediately 
eliminates the six threaded fasteners which were used to 
hold it In place. Figure 4-5 Illustrates these feelers 
pressed onto the main paner guide assembly instead of to 
the isolator plate. 
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Figure 4-5:   Snan-Ftt Paper Feelers 
A reduction In part count of this magnitude could 
allow the RS-l to assemble this part instead of handling 
it as a sub-assembly (which 5s its current assembly). 
This would reduce the cm Ides In-process assembly time 
because there would be no need to transfer the part  from 
30 
the sub-assembly station to the pallet for assembly. 
What would occur Is the slnole transfer of jigs, 
fixtures, and assembly aids Into the RS-1 worK envelope 
froTi the suo-assembly robot's station. A consideration 
la this transfer Is the relative sophistication of the 
two robots. The RS-1, as discussed Previously, is a 
powerful assembly tool capable of complex motions. If 
the sub-assembly robot is of lower intelliqence, the cost 
savings of eliminating It nanv not be ,Justified because 
It costs less to operate. This wou^d be determined 
through the additional cost the RS-1 would incur to 
oerform the paper guide assembly and the revenue the 
other robot could produce throinh other application or 
outright sale. In this case, however, additional 
attempts will be made to reduce more parts before 
performing this economic evaluation. 
4.2.3.3 Paper Feeler Integral Fastening 
Another attempt at improving upon functional 
requirement Z lead to its Incorporation into the guide 
assembly. This was accomplished by Integrating the paper 
feelers directly Into the quide material, thereby 
eliminating all additional parts related to the fasteninq 
of the paoer feelers. nslnq a progressive die, the 
material  of  the  paper guide was fabricated to mold the 
fll 
Figure  4-6:        Integra]   Fastening  -  .sine   view 
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Figure 4-7:   Integral Fastening - Isometric 
S. R3 
paper feelers in the following manner. Functional 
requirement Z is satisfied bv Dressing four rectangular 
sections of material from r.hp guide at the location of 
each paper feeler. These sections are not removed from 
the guide but are left attached across the lowest side of 
the rectangular. The die would first bend these 
rectangles 20 degrees from their base. Moving 55 
mi].limet°rs along the shaft of the rectangle, this 
section would be bent another ?o degrees further. The 
next operation of the proaressive die would be to bend 
the remaining material of the Tilde in the same fashion 
as the prespnt guide. The conflauration of this 
operation tfould aenerate the part shown in Figures 
4-6 and 4-7. As can h* seen from these Figures, the 
paper feelers have been integrated into the main guide 
assembly while still performing their intended function. 
From Figure 4-6, the clearance orovided hy bending the 
rectangular section in the manner described above, 
provides approximately 3.4? millimeters for interference. 
Thus, ths paper feelers will not fall back into the 
rectangular slot it had been pressed from as shown in 
rigure 4-9. This design facilitated the elimination of 
the isolator plate, three screws, three nuts, and the 
four paper feelers. 
This  redesign  idea  5s  considered  significantly 
H4 
Figure 4-8:   Integral Fastening - Below 
better than the previous snap-fit design and is 
recommended for introduction into the manufacturing 
process. This design will not change the robot's 
assembly time at all, but the MDA advocates an analysis 
of the entire system whirh relates to the production of 
the product in the most efficient- way. This will reduce 
manufacturing  costs  by  simplifying  the  manufacturing 
RS 
processes and by eliminating the need to make al] the 
parts of the old paDer guide. Tn addition, the assembly 
tine for this part ha<; be^n significantlv reduced. 
However, the new assembly still contains the two rivets 
and the complex assembly operation. The following design 
will attempt to eliminate both of these evils. 
4.2.3.4 Tab Design 
IV suggested redesian to eliminate the two snap 
rivets would utilize the tool lo-ie developed for the RS-1 
in the previous chapter. By renlacina the snap rivets 
with simple oend tabs, the oar*- can be inserted by using 
a cantilever notion to swing the paper guide into place. 
This would occur by usino the evlstinq slots in the base 
assembly and by altering the assembly process as follows. 
The oend tabs on the paper auide, as shown in Figure 4-9, 
would slide into the slots in the base. The part would 
then be moved along an arc around the slots to keep the 
tabs, in place. The ends of the naper guide which win be 
fastened to the base will be slightly bent to allow the 
piece to snap in place. Tn addition, the walls of the 
oase will be circularly fabricated to enable the bent 
feature to act under comoressive forces and hold the 
piece in place. This is snown in Figure 4-10. The small 
holding slots in the base walls  will  be  angled  up  to 
*6 
per-nit- these  comoressJve  forces to continue to act and 
hold the paper 3uI.ie. 
Figure 4-9:   Tab Fastpning Paper Guide 
This design, however, presented several problems. 
The circular cut? made to the b^se walls could interfere 
with subsequent -nounting of thp drive motor for the 
platen. It can be seen in ^iqure 4-10 the extraordinary 
amount of material that would have to be cut away, and it 
is clear fron this visual representation that the 
performance of the unit would be conceded. Also, the 
fastening scheme to secure the paper guide to the base 
walls nay not be rigid enouah to keep the guide from 
vibrating. If the guide vibrates, the print guality will 
&e seriously Impaired.   This  analysis,  though  not  an 
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Figure 4-10:   Base Assembly with Tab fasteners 
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Improvement, pointed out some (CPV areas of the functional 
reniirement »hich can be improved throuah design. Tre 
following design will demonstrate these noints. 
4.2.3.5 Slot Design 
functional requirement * 1 must keen the paper 
firmly against the platen. functional requirement * ? 
must k.esp the height where the paoer is held bv the guide 
constant. However, analyzing the previous designs for 
the paper guide shows thp Ideas to perform these 
requirements do not act at fhe critical points. They 
tend to keep the paper quide firmly against the olaten by 
a fastening approach at the lower end of the quide. The 
following redesign idea will attempt to force the 
fastening mechanism to operate at the critical point. 
The critical condition of functional requirement # 1 is 
movement in the Y-direction. The critical condition of 
functional requirement # ? is movement in the 
Z-direction. Therefore, to ston motion in both Y and Z, 
it would seem a slot, such as represented in Figure 4-11, 
is best suited for this anollcation. 
The problem is how to emnloy this slot into the 
paper guide and base' to achieve the desired effect. 
Investigating this question lead to many other questions 
because  the  location  of  this slot could have dramatic 
qq 
Figure 4-111  Slot Design 
effects  on  other related carts.  The main consideration 
was always ho* to keep the part- firmly in the slot. 
A. redesiTn oroposai to oerform the functional 
requirements is presented here. Figure 4-12 shows a way 
to insert the paper aulde into the base walls. This 
nethod of assembly would slide the part into the slot in 
the i'-direct ion, nove it down in the Z-direction, and 
then slide it against the hark- wall of the slot in the 
K-directlon. This slot is desianed to keen the part in 
place after the insertion of the platen has taken place. 
Figures 4-13 and 4-14 illustrate how the paper platen is 
utilized to hold the paper aulde in place. Mear the base 
walls,  the  platen has a smaller radius which allows the 
PO 
Figure 4-12:   Rase fastening Slot 
fastening slot to hold the oart in place. However, alonq 
the platen's print surface, it has a larger radius which 
will press against the leading front edge of the paper 
guide. This effect serves to push the paper guide 
further into its slot. This allows the features of the 
slot to hold the height of the guide constant. In 
aidition, the slot is only deep enough to maintain the 
paper guide far enough forward to apply pressure to the 
platen. 
<>1 
Figure 4-13:   Platen Acting Upon Paper Guide 
This design removes the necessity of having any 
fastening scheme to the floor of the base as the 
fastening is accomplished at the critical points. Also, 
by not fastening the lower *»nri nf the guide, the indexing 
of the platen during operation will create better- 
conlitions for paper flow.  This is a result of the paper 
07 
Figure 4-14:   Isometric of Platen Action 
guide  tiovlng about the fastpnJnrr slots as It Indexes an<i 
Is representei In Figure a-15. 
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Figure 4-15:   Moment About Fastening Slot 
4.2.3.6 Final Design 
The coTioination of several of the desiqns presented 
above allows the entire lower naoer guide assembly to be 
manufactured as one part. Tn addition, the assembly 
process has been greatly simplified because only one 
fastening operation is emp]oved. The manufacturing is 
accomplished by using the intearai fastening design for 
the paper feelers, while the assembly process utilizes 
the integral fastening slnt- deslan. This design is near 
optimum for the lower paper quide because it e^Dioys only 
94 
one  operation  during  bo«-h  nanufacturing  and assembly 
Processes. 
4.3 Motor 
4.3.1 Functional: Requirements 
The prinary functional renuirement of the drive 
•notor mechanism is to Indpy the platen past the print 
carrier head. This is accomplished by disolaclng the 
platen the appropriate distance at the correct time. In 
addition, the motor must onprat» with minimi vibration 
oecause any vioration will imoair print quality. 
4.3.2 Current Configuration 
The current assemblv of this functional area is 
shown in Figure 4-16. Th*» three pins, which were 
specifically designed for mounting to the frame, have 
grooves that will mate with fhe locking plastic part to 
secure the -notor to the upright. The motor and the 
features on the plastic snaD are designed to wedge the 
notor against the upright. Two aspects to the assembly 
of the notor should be emphasized: 
1. A rectangular cube Is us«d by the robotics 
syste.n to handle the clip and force it into 
Place; 
2. The clip is designed to stay  in place  after 
9S 
initial  placement so that the robotics system 
can position its manionlator to push  directly 
on  the  CIID,  there>>v  reducing  toraue  and 
12 
binding during final insertion. 
The problem identified in this confiauration is the 
large numner of parts which interact to satisfy the 
functional regulrements. The motor, a fastening gear to 
the platen, a retaining pin for the gear, the motor 
fastening plate, four screws to hold the fastening plate 
to the -notor, and the plastic retaianing clip to hold the 
notor against the upright, comorise nine total parts for 
the operation. The redesian proposals presented will 
attempt to reduce the number of parts in this operation, 
thereby reducing both manufacturing and assembly time. 
4.3.3 Analysis of Functional Requirements 
The first redesign idea attempted to eliminate the 
fastening plate and the four mounting screws. This 
design simply incorporates the features of the fastening 
plate into the front face of the motor. The reason the 
fastening  plate  was  renuired  originally was  due  to 
12 
Fran* L. Bracken,   ""psian   of  Data  Processing 
Eguipment for Automated Assembly," IBM Technical  Report, 
(June 29, 1983), p. 10. 
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Figure 4-16:   Motor nrive Mechanisf 
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utilization of previously storked parts. The desiqners 
did not consider contactina the vendor and requesting 
that the front facing plate of the motor be chanaed. 
However, the production of •m.e*lum volume products clearly 
justifies the redesign to eliminate the fastening plate 
instead of ouying it in its previously stocked manner. 
Another enhancement to the motor was the changing of 
the drive mechanism to a direct drive device. This was 
accomplished by changing the extended drive feature of 
tne motor to a more direct operation that will have a one 
to one relationship with the indexing of.the platen. 
Figures 4-17, 4-18, and 4-to show the hexed cone feature 
which will permit this operation. 
■"■:* 
-■o 
Figure 4-17:   Side view of Cone Assembly 
The  cone  mechanism  "ill  utilize the tool mode to 
assemble  the  platen.   The  oiaten  will  have  to  be 
PR 
Figure 4-18:   Front view of Cone Assembly 
redesigned such that its end will no lonaer contain a 
mating gear, but instead will be machined to a hexed 
surface. This reduces Dart count on the platen by one. 
The tool mode permits motion along the approach, normal, 
and orthogonal directions, hut can also facilitate a 
turning motion about any of these  axes  too.   This  is 
Figure 4-19:   Isometric of Cone Assembly 
significant Because the Dlaten can be rotated about its 
centerllne into the cone iiechanism to accurately locate 
and fasten the platen. The motor, in its rest position, 
allows the drive device to turn, which facilitates the 
locating of the platen into the drive shaft of the motor. 
The assembly task would he to move along the orthogonal 
axes while rotating about  the  orthogonal  axes.   This 
1 no 
design eliminates the gear on the platen, the gear on the 
T.otor and the retaining nin, but adds the cone device. 
The interaction of the platen and the motor is shown in 
Figure d-?0. The details of its operation are shown in 
Figure 4-21. The mannfacturina i-ime needed to produce 
the old parts is far greater than the time required to 
produce the cone because the cone can be injection 
molded. 
" f"** 
Figure 4-20:   Platen and Motor Mating 
The final improvement- changed the fastening features 
used to hold the motor to the ubrlght. This redesign is 
obtainable by using the direct drive mechanism outlined 
above. By extending the hexed end of the platen into the 
motor to a considerable dearee, interaction of the motor, 
platen and fastening scheme can hold the motor rigidly in 
place.   The fastening scheme used two right-angled hooks 
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Figure 4-21:  Fxo)oded view 
to hold the notor on the ton of the upright and two dowel 
Pins to hold the motor on the bottom of the upright. At 
first observation, it woul^ se^m the motor could vibrate 
from this position. HOWPVT, the deep insertion of the 
Platen into the motor drivp shaft rigidly holds the motor 
in place. The hooics prevent thp motor from sliding away 
from the upright durina Insertion. .Once the Platen is 
Inserted, the lowel pins are held in place because the 
motor cannot rotate bacv. This occurs as th<F hexed 'enft,*. 
of the platen restricts anv rotation. 
A further argument for the combined prooosals  above 
is  the  reduction  of asspmhiv time.  The operations now 
1 o? 
fc'or< in the stacked fashion advocated by the liDk. The 
retention of an assembled part is insured by the 
subsequent placement of another part. This reduces the 
need for any fasteners whose ournose is on.lv to glue the 
features together. A]so, the fastening operation worv-.s 
directly at the functional requirement. Rs stated 
earlier, this is one of the icev noints of the HDA. 
4.4 Platen 
The functional requirement of the platen is to 
provide a smooth surface for the print carrier head to 
operate upon. The current configuration reasonably 
satisfies the requirement. "owever, considering the 
platen as a part of the entire system, the need for an 
additional assembly aid present's a problem because it 
adds to assembly time. Currently, the robot system uses 
the assembly tool' shown In FJcmre 4-22 to qrasp the 
platen at its center and nlace It into the main assembly. 
Since the platen shaft is a highly machined surface and 
is critical to the performance o* the printer, movement 
away from any contact with this surface is desirable. 
The previous redesiqn of the motor, which 
necessitated the removal of the platen's gear1, has 
created the hexed end of the olatpn. Using a cantilever 
motion, as shown in Figure 4-23, the  right  end  of  the 
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Figure 4-22:   Assembly Tool 
platen can De slid into the riapr uprlant. 
This reduces robotic assembly time becaue there is 
no need for the robot to riOc nn any additional toolina. 
Also, any inaccuracies the tool introduced into the 
assembly are eliminated because the robots maninulator 
acts very closely to the left end of the platen as it is 
inserted into the motor. This auarantees the platen's 
centerline will be accurately inserted into the motor's 
cone ttechanlSTi. 
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Figure 4-23:'  Cantilever Motion for Platen 
4.5 System Considerations ? 
There are several other =sreas that can be improved 
upon if the entire printer svstem is considered. The 
entire system as defined *>\th respect to the UDA 
considers the development, manufacturing and assembly of 
the product. 
The redesign of the drive motor mechanism has 
lowered the platen into the uoriahts of the base assembly 
to a conslderaole degree. This requires some redesinn of 
the interrelated parts within the Drinter system. The 
two guide rods must be off«?Pt the same distance the 
platen is from its original location.  This  presents  no 
10S 
problem and is proportionately adjusted. 
The other interrelated co^oonent, the pressure roll 
assembly, can be greatly Improved with respect to the 
system considerations berause of this redesign. The 
current assembly operation inserts the part into the 
upright, releases it, and then moves to applv a vertical 
force on the end to securely fasten it. The assembly 
requires this complex seouenre because the manipulator's 
wrist cannot conform to the upward slope of the fastening 
mechanism. Tae robot is limited by the pitch motor 
because it cannot exceed a vertical rotation of more than 
90 degrees. However, because the Platen is lower, the 
angle of the fastening mechanism can be changed to allow 
a straight insertion of the pressure roll. This reduces 
the assembly process time dedicated to the pressure roll 
assembly by more than 50 percent. This is shown is 
Figure 4-25. 
The four rubber stoppers which are used on the base 
assembly are not compliant for assembly. They can. be 
inserted from either direction and can be flipped either 
way since the parts are symmetrical, however, they 
require a great deal of perceptive ability in order to be 
inserted. \ slight modification to the part to accent an 
assymetrical feature greatlv simolifies this assembly. 
This  is  shown  in Figure 4-?a in its order of assembly. 
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Figure 4-24:   Pubher stoppers 
This can bring this component of the orinter system into 
the robot's assembly process by havina the rubber 
stoppers placed on the assembiv oallet. 
107 
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Figure 4-25:   Rertesiqnei Base Assembly 
ton 
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The analysis of desian and development Processes 
applied to the automatic assembly of a printer comnonent 
using a six axis assembly robot with tool mode' 
capabilities was demonstrated in this thesis. The 
Unified Design Approach dramatically improved the system 
cost of this component. 
For the Unified Desian Approach, the following rules 
should be followed: 
1. Select  the  assembly  nrocess  early  in  the 
design and development staae;- 
2. Minimize the number of parts in the assembly; 
3. Design the product for ease of assembly; 
4. Analyze  the  products functional requirements 
through force diagrams? 
5. Develop direct acting fasteners; 
6. Eliminate the need for Product adjustments; 
7. Utilize    computer-aided    design     and 
manufacturing systems. 
3y  utilizing  the  Unified  npStgn Approach, system cast 
savings of 20 percenter more can be realized. 
1 oi 
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